The New 2020 Products by IVV
The WHAT? WHY? WHERE? Guide

Main New 2020 Products - The Identity Documents
THE PRODUCTS DESIGNED BY MARTA SANSONI:

In the designer’s words:
A common thread unites these glass objects designed for IVV: transparency and lightness .Evocative and symbolic terms.They manifest
an almost magical character, combining delicacy and fragility with performance.Fragile as glass is an expression of respect, rather than a
statement of a defect. They are the dream, the air, the lightness, the non-concealment; are overlaps of transparencies, inclusion of
elements crossed by light ... A fluctuating game, a metaphor on lightness, in the heaviness of life.
Marta Sansoni

OVERLAYS
Description: decorative and functional centerpiece consisting of the overlapping of three separate and stackable elements. It is a bread
and breadsticks bin and a flower-holder. It can be opened as a box. Transparent like air.
Added values: it is an ingenious product because it combines decoration and function in a single object and because it can be used for
many different uses. It has a light, minimal and elegant design, which makes it suitable for any environment.
Where: dining, table, buffet, aperitif, furniture
Markets: private environments, restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs in general (retail and hospitality market)

PEONY
Description: The delicacy of a flower in a small two-tiered stand, a cake stand and a bifid flowerpot-tube.
Added values: this product also finds its strength in the union of decoration and function in a single object and because it can be used
for many different uses. It has a light, minimal and elegant design, which makes it suitable for any environment.
Where: dining, table, buffet, aperitif, tea time
Markets: private environments, restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs in general (retail and hospitality market)

A
Description: Small minimalist and versatile cake stand, dessert-holder, bread bin, fruit bowl, with central compartment to accommodate
two alternative containers with different storage capacity for jams, honey, creams, sauces but also for flowers and for light (candle).
Added values: the incredible versatility: a single object that can be used for many different uses: breakfast, lunch and dinner (for entrée,
appetizers, sushi, special dishes, desserts), tea time. The two glasses of different sizes to be placed in the center of the stand are
ingenious, to accommodate sauces, jams, condiments, soya sauce (the small one), water and flowers or a candle (the large one). It has
a light, minimal and elegant design, which makes it suitable for any environment.
Where: dining, table, buffet, aperitif, tea time
Markets: private environments, restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs in general (retail and hospitality market)

BUNNY
Description: Transparent cookie jar container with big-eared lid, cornflake holder, cracker-holder ... in memory of a bunny.
Added values: the originality and the spirit behind this creation: there are thousands of containers for biscuits, cereals, etc., on the
market, but not so many witty and elegant at the same time like this one, thanks to the lightness given by its total transparency.
Where: kitchen, table, tea time
Markets: private environments, restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs in general (retail and hospitality market)

POTTY
Description: teapot set with tasting cups. The teapot has a tea leaf holder, included in the boule. Transparency allows introspection into
the liquid and leaves. These are also symbolically mentioned in the glass, in the stem that comes down from the cap. The cups are
double chamber so you can taste the tea without getting burned.
Added values: the elegance of the design but also the 'poetry' that lies in the glass reproduction of the tea leaves: a glass stem
descends from the cap, ending with three small tea leaves, which recall the real ones, positioned on the bottom of the tube, that comes
into contact with water. The proportions between the body of the teapot, the handle and the neck, taken up in the design of the glass, that
allows you to drink tea without getting burned, being made in a double chamber. The contrast between the transparency of the glass with
the color of the tea ...
Where: table, tea time, buffet.
Markets: private environments, restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs in general (retail and hospitality market)

PASQUA
Description: cruet for olive oil, evocative of the plant world with branch-pourer included inside. Transparency allows the view of the olive
branch with its fruit and leaf which, depending on the level of oil contained, is revealed or hidden in a surprising game.
Added values: in this object the elegance of the design is unquestionable, but also the 'poetry' that lies in the glass reproduction of the
olive branch and its leaves, which "dip" into olive oil. The transparency of the glass that plays with the decisive color of the oil. From the
construction point of view, a masterpiece of glass art.
Where: dining, table, kitchen, buffet.
Markets: private environments (retail market)

PINOLIO
Description: Small delicate and expressive cruet. Celebration of the Pinocchio puppet. It represents the concept of "Tuscan" character,
readable in the connection between company (IVV), designer (Marta Sansoni), character (Pinocchio), oil (Tuscan, par excellence).
Added values: it is a celebration of Tuscany: Pinocchio, known all over the world, as Tuscan as its creator Collodi, as well as the
designer and the company that produces it. He is proportionate, witty and brings a note of joy to the table. The transparency of the glass
that plays with the decisive color of the oil.
Where: dining, table, kitchen, buffet.
Markets: private environments (retail market).

ISLANDS BY ALESSANDRA BALDERESCHI

In the designer’s words:
The islands are often the destination of our fantasies, they capture the imagination because they represent an unexpected, unknown and
to be explored space. There are islands of solitude, magical islands populated by fairy-tale beings or islands where castaways find solid
ground. The IVV islands are "happy islands" where there is a hill that houses a house. A collection of glass trays and plates with irregular
shapes where the waves of the sea form a texture on the surface, refracting the light like water in motion. At the center of the tray is a
glass dome that resembles a hill with a small house on the top, useful for taking the object. The small dome in the center of the tray
serves to cover hot food or present food in new ways.
Alessandra Baldereschi

Description: Collection of pressed and decorated glass trays, completed with borosilicate glass domes
Added values: the ability to create an object that tells a story: the tray and the dome are unique not only because they metaphorically
reproduce an island in the middle of the sea, but also because they are the expression of the creativity of a designer applied to a
functional object. The originality of its organic form, the invitation to 'play' that the designer proposes to the user, suggesting to place the
food beneath and outside the dome… Furthermore, the scaling of dimensions is ideal: from the largest one, for more people to the
individual one, to serve an appetizer, a first or second course, a dessert ...
Where: table and buffet (breakfast, lunch and dinner), aperitif, tea time
Markets: private environments, restaurants, hotels, bars, clubs in general (retail and hospitality market)

THE ICONE COLLECTION:
IVV is proud to present Icone, a project that stems from the desire to celebrate the history of a company that, in the span of almost
seventy years - a truly unusual longevity for a glass manufacturer in Italy - has indelibly marked history of design, with iconic products,
which have anticipated trends and fashions in the world.To be truly such, a brand is not created by a simple self-referential declaration; a
brand is born of a succession of "facts", of concrete signs that unfold over a period of time long enough to let them enter people's heads
and of the organicity and the coherence that, even if the products in which they take shape belongs to different times, bind them together.
The selection of IVV Icons, begun in 2019 with the new edition of the Menhir XXL, becomes a permanent collection, welcoming new
products from year to year, each expression of an instant, a year, a period, a precise era, with its uses and costumes
These words express both the image and the substance operation desired by IVV in re-proposing some of the products that made it
known as one of the reference Italian manufacturer sin the world between the ‘50s and the ‘90s. A way to mark the distance from the
many followers who imitated IVV in the following years. A way to reassert the primacy of creativity and craftsmanship made in Italy.

ICONE : MENHIR XXL (1983 – REISSUE 2019 in Limited Edition of 150 Pieces)
Description: vase in mouth-blown glass without the help of a mold, with color given into the glass mass..
Added values: read the description of this vase on the catalog. It comes from a 5 kg glass ball that the master glassmaker takes from
the oven with his pipe and, without the aid of a mold, only with the breath of his lungs and the strength of his arms, makes it become a
vase of 60cm in height. There is no piece that is the same as the previous one. Menhir XXL is the triumph of the mastery of glassmakers
who have been doing this job for a lifetime ...
Where: furnishing large rooms: entrances, lounges, large lounges.
Markets: private rooms, hotel’s halls and suites (retail and hospitality market)

ICONE: LES DEUX AMIS (1964 – REISSUE 2020)
Description: Produced for the first time in '62, on request of a French film producer for his villa on the French Riviera, they were then put
into regular production in 1964. Made of hand-blown glass, made entirely by hand, these two vases speak of the spirit of a decade that
has made history, on the border between the sunset of uses, customs and ideas considered untouchable and the dawn of fashions,
transgressions, revolutionary thought and art currents. Les Deux Amis are now re-proposed in the two original shapes and colors, pink
and sugar paper..
Added values: first of all the extreme actuality of the forms, their contemporaneity, despite being from the 60s. the beauty and the
unusuaity of the colors. But also the history behind them, that determined their birth (the client, the location of his villa in the South of
France, the decade: the 60s, with the transgressions and revolutions), but also the history of the company that has made them, which
they are direct witnesses of ...
Where: furniture, entrances, lounges, living rooms, bedrooms.
Markets: private houses, hotel lobbies and suites (retail and hospitality market)

ICONE: PANDORA (1993 – REISSUE 2020)
Description: originally made in satin cobalt blue, designed by a British architect, for the theatrical staging of the Agamemnon by
Aeschylus in Aix En Provence in 1991, he entered IVV catalogs in 1993. IVV decided to re-issue Pandora in an edition updated in the
colors and in the element in charge of inserting the flowers, which is no longer a cone in white satin glass, but a transparent glass tube.
The vase is made of hand-blown glass, in color and decorated versions. The color is given in the glass mass.
Added values: the idea behind it: creating a vase within a vase, an external ornamental object that also becomes a container for a
smaller vase (the large transparent glass tube that allows to keep the flowers in order) the contemporaneity of the decorations . But also
here, as for Les Deux Amis, the story: the one that determined its birth (the client, the why: the staging of a great Greek tragedy, the
location of the theater in the South of France), but also the story of the company that produced them, which they are direct witnesses of.
Where: furniture, entrances, lounges, living rooms, bedrooms.
Markets: private houses, hotel lobbies and suites (retail and hospitality market)

THE BARTENDER’S SIGNATURE COLLECTION
Description: the Bartender's Signature collection represents the way in which IVV has decided to tackle the theme of the cocktail glass,
which has become so fashionable also at a private as well as at a professional level, therefore also in our homes and not only in bars and
clubs . Four different hands - Thomas Martini, Alessandro Palazzi, Vladimir Zhuravlev and Shuichi Nagatomo - four different countries Italy, the United Kingdom, Russia and Japan - four different cultures and styles have given rise to as many cocktail glasses, designed to
cover most of the glasses used to serve cocktails.
Added values: the strength of the Bartender's Signature Collection lies in the fact that IVV did not just entrust the design of the entire
collection of glasses to a single barman but, starting from the fact that the world is beautiful because it is varied, it entrusted the design to
more than one barman, giving the task of the barmen choice - within the panorama of international professionals - to a prominent name,
Thomas Martini, bar manager of the famous Harry's Bar in Florence, temple of classic mixology. The result was a team of designers and
a collection of glasses characterized by both variety (due to the different inclinations and specializations, but also to the diverse cultural
and geographical origins of the barmen themselves) and unity of purpose, due to the direction curated by Thomas Martini.
Where / When: the aperitif time.
Markets: private houses, bars, hotel bars. Retail market: an excellent gift idea for oneself and others. Hospitality market: professional
use.

CONTE CAMILLO 1919 by Thomas Martini – Harry’s Bar – Florence - Italy
The glass: the red writing Conte Camillo 1919 reveals the purpose of this glass, a tribute to one of the most drunk cocktails in the world the Negroni - and to its creator - Earl Camillo Negroni - who in 1919 invented it in the famous Giacosa bar in Florence
The barman: Thomas Martini, bar manager of the Harry's Bar in Florence,.
For which cocktails: Negroni

THE MARTINI CUP by Alessandro Palazzi – The Duke’s Bar – London UK
The glass: the classic martini cocktail glass presented in two variants: one with the givray effect, which covers it all, as if it had just been
passed in the freezer, except for a small part that allows you to glimpse the possible lemon peel or olive inserted inside the glass. The
other which is characterized by the inscription in gold on the foot, "Let it dry": a clear reference to the way the Martini Cocktail must be
prepared (Alessandro Palazzi’s specialty).
The barman: Alessandro Palazzi, head bartender at the Dukes Bar, in the exclusive Dukes Hotel in London. He is famous for his Martini
Cocktails and for reviving the Vesper, a variant of the cocktail martini invented by James Bond, agent 007, in Casino Royale, the first
book of the saga dedicated to him by its author, Ian Fleming.
For which cocktails: Martini cocktails and variants, Manhattan, Cosmopolitan and in general all the cocktails served in this cup.

THE DOUBLE COCKTAIL CUP by Vladimir Zhuravlev – Clubaratory – Moscow, Russia
The glass: a glass with a timeless elegance, a passe-partout of mixology, usable for a wide variety of cocktails, the double cocktail glass,
with a soft rounded shape and a worked stem. Personalized with the image of a golden rooster, whose tail has always been a visual
synonym of the cocktail to drink (from English cocktail = rooster’s tail).
The barman: Vladimir Zhuravlev, an icon of Russian bartendering, founder of the Moscow Clubaratory.
For which cocktails: the vast majority of cocktails served in a cup.

WABI-SABI by Shuichi Nagatomo - Bar Oscar, Bar Palme d’Or, Seven Seas Bar – Fukuoka, Japan
The glass: two glasses characterized by the ineffable Japanese figurative art, elegant and refined. A light peach ramage gently
embraces the two glasses of Shuichi, an old fashioned and an highball.

The barman: Shuichi Nagatomo, owner and conductor of three bars in Japan: the Oscar Bar, the Palme d'Or Bar and the Seven Seas
Bar, in Fukuoka.
For which cocktails: the widest type of cocktails: from before-dinners to after-dinners, from short drinks to long-drinks, but it can also be
used to serve a spirit, such as a whiskey, or for water.

THE ROMANCING MARTINI COLLECTION

Description: Romancing Martini is a collection of four martini cups dedicated to the king of cocktails, the Martini Cocktail. The originality
of the idea consists in having reported on the glasses four quotes from famous people and characters from the world of literature and
cinema, who said something funny or interesting about this cocktail: one for all, is the recipe that James Bond, agent 007, tells the
barman to follow to make the martini as he likes ...
Added values: both for the private user who loves the Martini Cocktail and for the professional one, who prepares it for his customers,
these glasses offer one more reason to enjoy and make enjoy what is universally considered the king of cocktails: the quotes of famous
people shown on the cups are an incentive to talk about it and romance around it, as its name suggests .. To whom this cocktail does not
like or says nothing, probably these glasses will seem completely normal, but we assure you that, to their lovers, instead, they will be a
reason for fun or a topic to spend.
Where / When: the aperitif time.
Markets: private houses, bars, hotel bars. Retail market: an excellent gift idea for oneself and others. Hospitality market: professional
use.

REBUS

Description: from A to Z…. a collection of an item that can be used as a container for pencils, candies, candle, appetizers, but also as a
tumbler for a drink… They are made in clear blown glass. The letters are in gold decal, while the decoration on the edge is a gold thread
hand-painted.
Added values: the multipurpose nature of Rebus and its design: simple and rich at the same time.
Where / When: private use: in so many places of a house: writing desk, bathroom, living-room, entrance hall…To drink a cocktail…
Professional use, in the hospitality: for the aperitif time to serve appetizers… To light an environment by candlelight...
Markets: private houses, bars, hotel’s bars. Retail market: an excellent gift idea for oneself and the others. Hospitality market:
professional use.

THE SOPHIA-BAG
Description: collection of mouth-blown vases bag-shaped, available in three different formats and in three colors.
Added values: the desire to play with the fashion sector, winking at the big brands that have created an iconic bag, dedicated to a great
woman. IVV presents its "bag", the Sophia Bag, an object expression of Italian creativity and technical skills, which lends itself to multiple
interpretations and uses: vase-bag, object-bag, object-holder bag, icon-bag.
Where: entrances, living rooms, bedrooms, but also furnishing of fashion boutiques/ateliers and, as to the '' Mini Sophia '' model, as a
single flower for the table.
Markets: private houses, hotel lobbies and suites and shops (the '' Mini Sophia '' model also for restaurants’ tables), therefore for both
the retail and hospitality markets

VERTIGO
Description: collection of plates, bowl, potiche, stands and water tumblers. The plates, as well as in transparent, are available decorated
in gold or in pink gold glitter.
Added values: the design, the simple and minimal, yet strong pattern. The line, essential geometric shape, transparent on a transparent
glass, repeated in a concentric way, is a strong and neutral sign at the same time, and makes the members of this family a passe-partout
of character.
Where: dining, the table and the buffet, both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotels’ restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets.

BABILONIA
Description: collection of chargers and plates available in clear with a light pattern, or in clear with an elegant colored thread on the edge
or decorated, fully or partially. The range is completed by wine glasses, decorated in brick red or in brown.
Added values: as the name suggests, Babylon, the charm of this family is the apparent chaos created by having mixed completely
transparent objects with totally or partially decorated ones. But it is an impression, because it is precisely the color, the shades of brown
and red the common thread that binds them harmoniously. The second strong point is given by the apparent inhomogeneity, which wants
to suggest the user to jump into the "mix & match", to mix and match different objects, not only glass with glass, but also glass with
porcelain.
Where: dining, the table and the buffet, both private and professional (decorated items are dishwasher safe up to 500 cycles).
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotels’ restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets.

M’AMA O NON M’AMA?
Description: single-flowered vases in mouth-blown glass, transparent or colored in the glass’s mass.
Added values: the beauty of a handmade product is the irregularity of the making. No piece will ever be the same and this gives each

piece uniqueness and unrepeatability. This collection of single flower vases has been conceived to extreme the typicality of manual
production: the vase is blown by the master glassmaker without following a rigid standard, so that the neck of each piece can have a
different inclination from the other.
Where: the table and the buffet, both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotels’ restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets.

DINNER IN JEDDAH
Description: collection of plates, centerpieces and stand in clear glass with an elegant gold decoration given by hand.
Added values: the elegance. The richness of the gold decoration that combines with the essentiality of the design creates a line suitable
not only for the most richly set tables, but also for the most essential ones, where the presence of a protagonist element is desired. The
glass is pressed and the gold decoration given by hand.
Where: dining, the table and the buffet, both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets.

A NIGHT IN PALMIRA
Description: collection of plates, centerpieces and stand in glass, clear or decorated in gold or green and red, given by hand.
Added values: the Mediterranean influence and the mix of different styles that contaminate each other. The typically Mediterranean fruit
theme is mixed with gold decoration, an expression of a near and far East. The red and green decoration, on the other hand, once again
introduces the theme of a Mediterranean atmosphere, as perceived in the creations of certain Italian fashion designers.
Where: dining, the table and the buffet, both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets.

UNFORGETTABLE
Description: charger, bowls, water bottle, water and wine glasses in clear glass coated with a blackboard, on which you can write with a
normal chalk.
Added values: the idea of being able to personalize the dishes and glasses, writing the names of the guests or of the food served: on
the glasses, on thecharger and on the cup you can write the name of the guest .. on the bottle you can write if the water is sparkling or
still ... On the charger the chef can describe the dish he is serving you ..
Where: dining & party, the table and the buffet, both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets. The
blackboard coating is dishwasher safe.

XYZ
Description: collection of mouth-blown glass vases, clear or colored in the mass.
Added values: the idea behind this collection, that’s the desire of proposing something new not only in creative terms (having fun
creating a vase by assembling two separate vases), but also in the name of the commitment to the environment. The XYZ line was
conceived with the aim of creating a family of vases that combines the width of aesthetic solutions with the containment of the nr. of
molds necessary to make them possible, in order to reduce the consumption of raw materials and energy and, therefore, air pollution.
XYZ is composed of an hurricane and three vases, one of which is proposed both as a single vase and cut in two halves By combining
the two halves with the other vases, or by their single use, both as vases and as empty-pockets, the result is a family of 12 furnishing
items, with a contemporary and functional design, capable of integrating easily into any environment.
Where: furniture, entrances, lounges, living rooms, bedrooms.
Markets: private rooms, hotel lobbies and suites, therefore both for the retail market and for the hospitality market.

Evergreen Products - The Identity Documents

WATER TUMBLERS
Description: water tumblers in blown glass, clear or colored in the glass mass. Water glasses are one of the IVV's flagships: 9 families of
semi-automatic blown-glass tumblers (BOLLE, INDUSTRIAL CHIC, IROKO, MULTICOLOR, PAPER, SER LAPO, SIXTIES, SPEEDY
and VERTIGO) and 2 tumblers families in mouth-blown glass (TRICOT and LOTO)
Added values: the quality of the glass: its brilliance, brightness and color intensity. This depends from the use of highly selected raw
materials (Belgian sands, colors and oxides), from the fact that IVV recycles only its own glass and not externally sourced ones, as
others do), on the making’s techniques (semi-automatic blown or mouth-blown glass have an ucomparable superior quality to that of
automatically blown glass) and, finally, by the fact that the color is included in the glass mass (and not sprayed onto the glass). The latter
feature ensures that IVV tumblers are safe (they do not release color when drinking) and are dishwasher safe without limitations.
Where:

BOLLE: for both elegant and casual table settings

INDUSTRIAL CHIC: for casual table settings

IROKO: for casual table settings

MULTICOLOR: for both elegant and casual table settings

PAPER: for both elegant and casual table settings

SER LAPO: for casual table settings

Assorted optics ________________________________________________________________

Single optic______

SIXTIES: for both elegant and casual table settings

SPEEDY: for both elegant and casual table settings

TRICOT: for both elegant and casual table settings

VERTIGO: for elegant table settings, but can also be used on more informal occasions

LOTO: for elegant table settings, but can also be used on more informal occasions

OPTIC: for elegant table settings, but can also be used on more informal occasions

Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets. Dishwasher
safe.

GOBLETS
Description – Added values – Where e Markets: see what is written above for water tumblers.
_______________________________________

ALL IN ONE

Description: a collection of trays and bowls born to serve food, both on the table and on the buffet. The products are made of clear
pressed glass featured by a linear optic.
Added values: functionality combined to brightness. The simple but original pattern/texture, which gives brightness to any type of table
setting and which combines very easily with porcelain dishes or other materials.
Where: the table and the buffet (breakfast, lunch, dinner), both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets. Dishwasher
safe.

DIAMANTE’
Description: this is the most complete collection of charger, showplates, plates, trays, bowls and cups and cake stands by IVV. The
products are made of pressed glass featured by a particular optic that recalls the diamond. It is available in clear or with chrome-sand
decoration.
Added values: the originality of the pattern/texture, which gives brightness to any type of table setting and which combines very easily
with porcelain dishes or other materials and the completeness of the range.
Where: the table and the buffet (breakfast, lunch, dinner), both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets. The clear
version is dishwasher safe, while the decorated one can be requested in dishwasher safe version.

____________________________________

FOLIES
Description: more recent than the Diamantè, the FOLIES collection of plates, centerpieces, trays and bowls is the 'daughter' of the
former, as it is featured by the same optic but enriches it with the irregularity of the edges, hand-scalloped by the master glassmaker. The
glass is pressed, clear or decorated by hand with glitter gold, pearl gray and tortoise grey.
Added values: the strong character, suitable to feature a table setting.
Where: the table and the buffet (breakfast, lunch, dinner), both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets. The clear,
pearl grey and tortoise grey versions are dishwasher safe.

SPARKLING and ORIZZONTE
Description: two collections of showplates, plates, trays, bowls and cake stands present on the IVV catalogs since many years, because
they are still so appreciated by that market that likes gold decoration. Both are in clear pressed glass, while the decoration is given by
brush on the Orizzonte and decal on the Sparkling.
Added values: the strong character, suitable to feature a table setting.
Where: the table and the buffet (breakfast, lunch, dinner), both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets.

___________________

SPECIAL

Description: a collection of showplates, plates, trays, bowls and cake stands present on the IVV catalogs since many years, because
they are still so appreciated. Made in pressed glass, it is available both in clear and with gold decoration.
Added values: the strong character, suitable to feature a table setting.
Where: the table and the buffet (breakfast, lunch, dinner), both private and professional.
Markets: private houses, restaurants and hotel’s restaurants, therefore suitable for both the retail and hospitality markets.
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